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I. INTRODUCTION

1. In this Second Report and Order, we implement section 718 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (Act),\(^1\) which was added by section 104 of the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 (CVAA)\(^2\) to ensure that people with disabilities have access to emerging and innovative advanced communications technologies. Section 718 requires mobile phone manufacturers and mobile service providers that include or arrange for the inclusion of an Internet browser on mobile phones to ensure that the functions of the included browser are accessible to and usable by individuals who are blind or have a visual impairment, unless doing so is not achievable.\(^3\) Specifically, we take the following actions:

- Affirm that Internet browsers used for advanced communications services (ACS), that are installed or included by ACS equipment manufacturers or provided by ACS service providers, are software subject to section 716 of the Act.\(^4\)

- Find that sections 716 and 718 have overlapping requirements with respect to ensuring the accessibility of Internet browsers.

---

\(^1\) 47 U.S.C. § 619.
\(^3\) The CVAA defines “achievable” as “with reasonable effort or expense.” See Section IV, infra, for further explanation of the factors used to determine whether providing accessibility is “achievable.”
\(^4\) 47 U.S.C. § 617 (requiring ACS providers and equipment manufacturers to make their services and equipment accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities, unless doing so is not achievable).
• Adopt implementing regulations for section 718 that are consistent with the Commission’s Part 14 rules implementing section 716.

• Decline to adopt requirements or safe harbors with respect to accessibility application programming interfaces (APIs).

• Retain section 14.31 of the Commission’s rules with respect to recordkeeping requirements applicable to manufacturers and service providers subject to section 718.5

In accordance with the CVAA, the effective date for the new accessibility requirements under section 718 is three years after the enactment of the CVAA, or October 8, 2013.6

II. BACKGROUND

2. On October 7, 2011, the Commission adopted a Report and Order implementing section 716 of the Act7 (also added by the CVAA), which requires ACS and equipment used for ACS8 to be accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities, unless doing so is not achievable.9 Section 716 of the Act requires each manufacturer of equipment used for advanced communications services, “including end user equipment, network equipment, and software, [to] ensure that the equipment and software that such manufacturer offers for sale or otherwise distributes in interstate commerce shall be accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities,” unless not achievable.10 As the Commission concluded in the ACS Report and Order, proper implementation of this section requires an understanding that ACS are delivered to the public within a complex and evolving ecosystem that is comprised of several components or layers, including hardware, an operating system, a user interface layer, applications,11 network services, assistive technologies, accessibility application programming interfaces and the web browser.12 The Commission further concluded that “[f]or individuals with disabilities to use

---


6 CVAA § 104(b).


8 ACS and equipment covered by the accessibility requirements of section 716 include non-interconnected VoIP service; electronic messaging service, such as e-mail, instant messaging, and SMS text messaging; and interoperable video conferencing service. See 47 U.S.C. § 153(1); 47 C.F.R. § 14.10(c).

9 Implementation of Sections 716 and 717 of the Communications Act of 1934, as Enacted by the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010; Amendments to the Commission’s Rules Implementing Sections 255 and 251(a)(2) of the Communications Act of 1934, as Enacted by the Telecommunications Act of 1966; Accessible Mobile Phone Options for People who are Blind, Deaf-Blind, or Have Low Vision, CG Docket No. 10-213, WT Docket No. 96-198, CG Docket No. 10-145, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 26 FCC Rcd 14557 (2011) (ACS Report and Order when referring to its Report and Order portion, and ACS FNPRM when referring to its FNPRM portion). See also 47 C.F.R. Part 14.


11 The Commission’s rules define “application” as “software designed to perform or to help the user perform a specific task or specific tasks, such as communicating by voice, electronic text messaging, or video conferencing.” 47 C.F.R. § 14.10(d).

12 ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14584-14585, ¶ 67. This conclusion differed slightly from the Commission’s original description of the architecture of this ecosystem, presented in the ACS NPRM, which described Internet browsers as part of the user interface layer and also as an application. Implementation of Sections 716 and 717 of the Communications Act of 1934, as Enacted by the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010; Amendments to the Commission’s Rules Implementing Sections 255 and 251(a)(2) of the Communications Act of 1934, as Enacted by the Telecommunications Act of 1966; Accessible Mobile Phone (continued….)
an advanced communications service, all of these components may have to support accessibility features
and capabilities.” Finally, the Commission noted that “browsers may be used to access multiple forms
of advanced communications services.”

3. The ACS Report and Order also adopted rules to implement section 717, which establishes recordkeeping and enforcement requirements for entities covered under sections 255, 716, and 718 of the Act. The ACS Report and Order was accompanied by a Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that sought comment on rules to implement section 718. The Commission raised the following issues in the ACS FNPRM: (1) coverage of Internet browsers under section 716 and section 718; (2) best ways to implement section 718 to achieve compliance by the time the provision goes into effect; (3) accessibility application programming interfaces (APIs); and (4) the recordkeeping requirements. We address each of these issues below.

III. COVERAGE OF INTERNET BROWSERS UNDER SECTION 716 AND SECTION 718

A. General Coverage of Internet Browsers under Section 716

4. In the ACS FNPRM, the Commission suggested that when Congress separated out the obligation to provide access to web browsers on mobile phones for people who are blind or visually impaired in section 718, Congress intended to carve out an exception to section 716 “to address a special class of browsers for a specific subset of the disabilities community because of the unique challenges of achieving non-visual accessibility solutions in a mobile phone and the relative youth of accessible development for mobile platforms.” The Commission sought comment on the scope of section 716’s coverage, as well as this proposed clarification.

5. Comments filed by consumer groups support the Commission’s conclusion that section 716 covers all end user equipment, hardware and manufacturer-provided software, including Internet browsers, used for ACS. For example, the American Council of the Blind (ACB) and the American

13 ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14585, ¶ 68 (emphasis in original).

14 ACS FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 14683, n.148.


17 See ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14650-14677, ¶¶ 219-278.

18 See ACS FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 14681-14684, ¶¶ 292-297, 300. The ACS FNPRM also sought comment on the following issues, but the record is insufficient to make findings at this time: (1) specific technical challenges and security issues with the use of screen readers; (2) technical support/customer service requirements; and (3) how the Commission can encourage effective collaboration among stakeholders to facilitate the development of solutions to technical challenges. See id. at 14863-14864, ¶¶ 298-299.

19 ACS FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 14681, ¶ 293 (footnote omitted).

20 ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14589, ¶ 80 (indicating that the FNPRM would seek “to develop a record on whether Internet browsers should be considered software generally subject to the requirements of Section 716” and soliciting comment on the appropriate regulatory approach for Internet browsers not built into mobile phones).

21 ACS FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 14683, ¶ 296.

22 The Commission’s Part 14 rules, which implement sections 716 and 717, define software as “programs, procedures, rules, and related data and documentation that direct the use and operation of a computer or related device and instruct it to perform a given task or function.” 47 C.F.R. § 14.10(t).

Foundation for the Blind (AFB) note that certain forms of ACS, such as e-mail, are often provided through Internet browsers. 24 Given this usage, ACB and AFB maintain that the failure to ensure the accessibility of browsers “would thwart the user’s ability to use the underlying advanced communications.”25 More specifically, they explain that, because people with disabilities must launch and interact with a browser to make use of electronic messaging, an entity covered by section 716 must have an “obligation to ensure that all of the steps the user needs to engage in the electronic messaging it offers [are] accessible.”26

6. The Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) and the Information Technology Industry Council (ITI) argue that section 716 does not cover Internet browsers.27 Specifically, CEA claims that the Commission does not have the authority to directly regulate Internet browsers or the developers of Internet browsers because section 716(a) applies only to manufacturers of equipment used for ACS, and equipment is a physical machine or device.28 CEA also claims that browsers are “information location tools” exempted by section 2 of the CVAA.29 Similarly, ITI argues that an Internet browser is not ACS; rather, ITI says, “it is a gateway to a variety of static and dynamic information and web applications, some of which may be ACS.”30 CTIA-The Wireless Association (CTIA), Microsoft Corporation (Microsoft) and the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) do not specifically challenge the Commission’s conclusion that section 716 covers Internet browsers; instead, their comments accept the Commission’s original conclusion that section 718 is an exception to section 716.31

7. Discussion. After carefully reviewing the record and the purpose of Internet browsers, we affirm our previous conclusion that equipment with manufacturer-installed or included Internet browsers used for ACS are encompassed within the term “equipment used for ACS” subject to section 716.32 Likewise, an ACS provider is responsible for the accessibility of the underlying components of its service, including any software, such as an Internet browser, that it provides.33 In the ACS Report and Order, we interpreted the scope of section 716 to include all software that is used for ACS and that is a component of the end user equipment, network equipment or the ACS service itself.34 As noted by commenters, browsers are software that direct and instruct ACS equipment to perform the task of bringing information resources – such as electronic mail and other information – to users.35 Accordingly,

24 ACB/AFB Reply Comments at 7.
25 ACB/AFB Reply Comments at 7.
26 ACB/AFB Reply Comments at 7.
27 See CEA Comments at 4-6; CEA Reply Comments at 6; ITI Comments at 1.
28 CEA Comments at 5-6.
29 CEA Comments at 6.
30 ITI Comments at 1.
31 See CTIA Comments at 16; Microsoft Comments at 2; TIA Comments at 4.
32 For the purposes of this proceeding, we use the terms Internet browsers and web browsers interchangeably.
33 See ACS FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 14681, 14683, ¶¶ 293, 296. See also ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14568, 14589, ¶¶ 27, 80.
34 See ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14590-14591, ¶¶ 85-86.
35 See ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14584, ¶ 65 (“if software gives the consumer the ability to engage in advanced communications, the provider of that software is a covered entity”).
36 See ACB/AFB Reply Comments at 7. See also Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser (last visited April 11, 2013) (“A web browser (commonly referred to as a browser) is a software application for retrieving, presenting and traversing information resources on the World Wide Web. . . . The primary purpose of a web (continued….)
we disagree with the suggestion that browsers are merely information location tools exempted from section 716 and 718 by section 2 of the CVAA.\footnote{CVAA, § 2(a)(2).} Browsers are used not only to locate information, but also to complete a host of other functions, including the retrieval and display of web-based resources.\footnote{See, e.g., Merriam-Webster dictionary, \url{http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/browser} (last visited April 11, 2013) (A “browser” is “a computer program used for accessing sites or information on a network (as the World Wide Web.”) (emphasis added); Oxford dictionary, \url{http://oxforddictionaries.com} (last visited April 11, 2013) (A “browser” is “a computer program with a graphical user interface for displaying HTML files . . .”) (emphasis added).} Moreover, section 2 provides as examples of “information location tools” a “directory, index, reference, pointer, menu, guide, user interface, or hypertext link.”\footnote{CVAA, § 2(a)(2).} Although the list of information location tools set forth in section 2 is not exhaustive, we find that the exclusion of Internet browsers from the list suggests that Congress did not intend for such browsers to be encompassed within section 2(a)(2) or otherwise exempt from accessibility requirements. In addition, were we to conclude that Internet browsers constitute “information location tools” under section 2, such an interpretation effectively would render section 718 meaningless, which by its very language, covers Internet browsers included in mobile telephones. Finally, we do not agree with CEA’s assertion that the Commission lacks authority to regulate Internet browsers or its developers because section 716(a)’s coverage of ACS equipment applies only to physical machinery.\footnote{See CEA Comments at 5-6.} The Commission has already concluded in the \textit{ACS Report and Order} that software, including Internet browsers, is covered under section 716 when such software is included by a manufacturer of end user equipment used for ACS, and we find no basis for revisiting that conclusion at this time.\footnote{See \textit{ACS Report and Order}, 26 FCC Rcd at 14581, ¶ 60.  Under the interpretation of section 716 adopted by the Commission in the \textit{ACS Report and Order}, the phrase “including end user equipment, network equipment, and software” in the section’s accessibility mandate covers “both end user equipment and network equipment, as well as software included by the manufacturer in such equipment.” \textit{Id.} The Commission concluded that to the extent that equipment used for ACS includes software components, “the manufacturer of the equipment is responsible for making sure that both the equipment and software that such manufacturer offers for sale or otherwise distributes in interstate commerce is accessible.” \textit{Id.}  Section 716 also covers software provided by ACS providers. \textit{See ACS Report and Order}, 26 FCC Rcd at 14590-14591, ¶¶ 85-86.}  

8. In addition, were the Commission to rule that Internet browsers (other than those included in mobile phones and subject to section 718) are not encompassed within the term “equipment used for advanced communications services” in section 716, our rules would, in effect, require web-based ACS and Internet-enabled equipment used for ACS to be accessible, but not the Internet browsers that connect the two. This interpretation would eliminate coverage of essential software needed to access advanced communication services made available by web-based technologies. Moreover, were the Commission to rule that Internet browsers are required to be accessible only to individuals who are blind or visually impaired who use mobile phones, all other populations of people with disabilities who use mobile phones, as well as all individuals with disabilities who use other types of equipment for ACS, would be excluded from this protection. We believe that so narrow a finding would undermine

(Continued from previous page)
Congress’s objective to “ensure that individuals with disabilities are able to fully utilize communications services and equipment.”

9. Congress recognized that although the “fundamental transformation” that has taken place in the communications market as a result of new Internet-based and digital technologies has “profoundly altered our everyday lives, streamlining tasks and allowing mobile access to the Internet and a diverse menu of applications and services,” the “extraordinary benefits of these technological advances are sometimes not accessible to individuals with disabilities.” The CVAA was enacted to correct this disparity by helping to “ensure that individuals are able to utilize fully the essential advanced technologies that have developed since the passing of the Americans with Disabilities Act and subsequent statutes addressing communications accessibility.” Thus, the language and history of the CVAA confirm that Congress intended an interpretation of the CVAA’s ACS provisions that would not limit the scope of ACS equipment or the scope of the disability communities protected.

10. Accordingly, we affirm our previous conclusion that section 716(a) requires a manufacturer of equipment used for ACS, such as computers, laptops, tablets, and other devices, that provides or installs Internet browsers with that equipment, to ensure that such equipment and software, including browsers, are accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities, unless doing so is not achievable. Among other things, this means that the functions of an Internet browser – to enable users, for example, to input a uniform resource locator (URL) into the address bar; to identify and activate home, back, forward, refresh, reload, and stop buttons; to view status information; and to activate zooming or other features that are used for ACS – must be accessible to individuals with disabilities, unless doing so is not achievable. Likewise, we find that section 716(b) requires an ACS provider that provides or requires the use of a browser – e.g., by directing users to download its Internet browser for the purpose of engaging in ACS – to ensure that such browsers are accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities, unless doing so is not achievable.

11. Information Pass Through. We conclude that Internet browsers do not “pass through” information to independent downstream devices, software, or applications, as that term is used in section

---

42 House Report at 19. See also id. (“Internet-based and digital technologies are now pervasive, offering innovative and exciting ways to communicate and share information.”)

43 Senate Report at 1.

44 Senate Report at 2.

45 Senate Report at 3. See also id. at 1, noting that the CVAA is to ensure “access to emerging Internet Protocol-based communication . . . technologies in the 21st century. . . .”

46 See ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14584-14586, ¶¶ 65-71 (although section 716 requires that manufacturers of equipment are responsible for the accessibility of the software, including browsers, that they build into the equipment or otherwise provide, the Commission has interpreted section 716 as not requiring accessibility of software that is obtained by consumers independently of the equipment).

47 See generally, See WhatISMyIPAdress.com, What is a Web Browser?, available at http://whatsmyipadress.com/web-browser (last visited April 11, 2013) (noting that web browsers, in addition to locating and accessing web pages, contain toolbars that allow users to perform various functions, including returning to “home,” booking favorite websites, printing retrieved content, checking web history, and moving forward and backward to different websites).

48 See ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14590, ¶ 85 (“As is the case with manufacturers, providers of ACS are responsible for ensuring the accessibility of the underlying components of the service, to the extent that doing so is achievable. For example, a provider of a web-based e-mail service could meet its obligations by ensuring its services are coded to web accessibility standards (such as the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)), if achievable.”) (footnote omitted).
14.20(c) of the Commission’s rules. Internet browsers perform the functions of finding, retrieving, and displaying web pages. In completing the retrieval and display of web-based resources, Internet browsers utilize capabilities defined by certain web standards or technologies (sometimes called plug-ins) to enable the connection to and presentation of web information, features, and capabilities to end users. Consequently, we find that the information pass-through requirement in our ACS rules is not applicable to Internet browsers. Nevertheless, we note that entities covered under section 716 are not relieved of their obligation to ensure that ACS and equipment used for ACS are otherwise accessible to and usable by people with disabilities, unless doing so is not achievable. For example, if a covered entity installs or directs the installation of an Internet browser, and the browser supports a specific web standard, approved standards recommendations, or technology that includes the capabilities to support accessibility features and capabilities, the manufacturer or provider must ensure that the Internet browser can use such capabilities contained in those standards or technologies to support the intended accessibility features and capabilities in the ACS web application retrieved and displayed by the browser, unless doing so is not achievable. This is consistent with the requirement in section 716(e)(1)(B) that ACS and equipment used for ACS not impair or impede the accessibility of information content when accessibility has been incorporated into that content, unless doing so is not achievable. Support for such accessibility features and capabilities will ensure that people with disabilities who use the Internet browser will be able to utilize accessibility metadata and functions contained in the webpages to which the browser connects – to the extent these are supported by the technology or standard in question.

49 47 C.F.R. § 14.20(c).
51 For purposes of defining a browser, we include plug-ins as a part of the browser when they are installed and registered with the browser, and remain under administration of the browser and can be blocked or removed through the browser. See http://www.pcmag.com/encyclopedia/term/38977/browser-plug-in (definition of browser plug-in) (last visited April 11, 2013). See also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plug-in_(computing) ("In computing, a plug-in (or plugin) is a set of software components that adds specific abilities to a larger software application.") (last visited April 11, 2013). See also Letter from Gerard J. Waldron, Counsel to Microsoft Corp., to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, CG Docket No. 10-145, at 1 (filed April 5, 2013) (Microsoft Ex Parte) (browsers do not “simply pass through the content of a website”). See also ¶ 7, supra (describing browsers as software that performs the function of retrieving and displaying web-based resources to users, not as passing through information to an independent downstream source).

52 47 C.F.R. § 14.20(c) (requiring the pass through of cross-manufacturer, nonproprietary, industry-standard codes, translation protocols, formats, or other information necessary to provide ACS in an accessible format (“accessibility information”), if achievable). This requirement ensures, among other things, that signal compression technologies do not remove information needed for access, or that such information is restored upon decompression. ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14596, ¶ 94. See also Implementation of Sections 255 and 251(a)(2) of the Communications Act of 1934, as Enacted by the Telecommunications Act of 1966; Access to Telecommunications Service, Telecommunications Equipment and Customer Premises Equipment by Persons with Disabilities, WT Docket No. 96-168, 16 FCC Rcd 6417, 6430, ¶ 22 (1999), citing 36 C.F.R. § 1193.37 (Access Board section 255 guidelines).
54 47 U.S.C. § 617(e)(1)(B). Thus, we recognize that an information pass-through requirement is not the sole manner in which section 716(e)(1)(B) can be implemented.
55 See Understanding WCAG 2.0: A guide to understanding and implementing Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 (Appendix C Understanding Metadata), at http://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/appendixC.html (last visited April 11, 2013). For example, such metadata (data not generally displayed that provides context or information about other data) may include tags and navigational controls for screen reader (continued….)
12. When a browser does not support a particular technology that is needed to render all or part of the information contained in a webpage, that information is not rendered at all and is not made available to any user, with or without a disability. Thus, to the extent that an included Internet browser does not support a particular technology that is needed to make web-based information available to the general public, we decline to require covered entities to ensure that such browsers support the technology solely for the purpose of achieving accessibility. That is, we reasonably interpret section 716 to be consistent with a requirement that manufacturers make accessible only those functionalities available using the technologies their browsers already support.

B. Overlapping Coverage of Internet Browsers under Sections 716 and 718

13. Having determined that Internet browsers are software generally subject to the requirements of section 716, we now turn to the relationship between sections 716 and 718. In the ACS FNPRM, the Commission proposed that section 718 be considered an exception to the general coverage of section 716 because of the “unique challenges of achieving non-visibility accessible solutions in a mobile phone and the relative youth of accessible development for mobile platforms.” Although some commenters support this interpretation, upon further analysis, we conclude that section 718 is not an exception to section 716, but rather, overlaps in scope with section 718. As noted above, section 716 applies to all Internet browsers used for ACS that are built into ACS equipment or that may be required to be installed by ACS providers, while section 718 applies only to the discrete category of Internet browsers built into mobile phones used for any purpose (not just to access ACS) by a discrete group of individuals with disabilities, that is, people who are blind or visually impaired. Our conclusion that section 716 generally applies to all ACS equipment manufacturers and providers of ACS, as well as the software components of such equipment or services, is supported both by the statutory language and legislative history of section 716(a)(1). Nothing in the CVAA or its legislative history suggests that Congress intended to carve out a specific type of ACS or equipment used with ACS from these general coverage categories. Likewise, although section 718 limits its coverage to Internet browsers in telephones used with public mobile services, and focuses on the use of such browsers by individuals who are blind or visually impaired, its scope does not extend to a broader class of Internet browsers.

(Continued from previous page) technologies that are only made available to the user through the accessibility features contained in the standard or technology supported by the Internet browser.

See Microsoft Ex Parte at 1-2 (“These gaps can affect all consumers and do not uniquely disenfranchise persons with disabilities.”). In the current environment, plug-ins are written to or adapted to specific browsers and versions, so no browser supports all plug-ins.

ACS FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 14681, ¶ 293 (footnote omitted). See also id, at 14682-14683, ¶¶ 294-296.

See CTIA Comments at 16; Microsoft Comments at 2; TIA Comments at 4.

See ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14581, 14590, ¶¶ 60, 85.


Section 716(a) applies the accessibility obligations to “a manufacturer of equipment used for advanced communication services, including end user equipment, network equipment, and software[,]” 47 U.S.C. § 617(a), while section 716(b) places this same obligation on “a provider of advanced communications services.” 47 U.S.C. § 617(b). Similarly, the House legislative report notes that section 716 “requires manufacturers of equipment used for advanced communications services and providers of advanced communications services to make such equipment and services accessible to individuals with disabilities, if doing so is achievable.” House Report at 24 (emphasis added). See also Senate Report at 7.

See House Report at 27 (explaining that section 718 requires that “functions on Internet browsers included on smart phones are accessible to and usable by individuals who are blind or have visual impairments.”) (emphasis added). Unlike section 716, section 718 does not specify that the covered Internet browsers must be used for ACS.
14. Accordingly, we find that, with respect to individuals with disabilities generally, section 716(a) covers manufacturers of all equipment (including mobile phones) that include an Internet browser used for ACS, and section 716(b) covers ACS providers (including mobile service providers that provide ACS) that provide or require the installation and use of an Internet browser as an underlying component of their ACS. We further find that, specifically with respect to individuals who are blind or visually impaired, section 718 covers manufacturers of mobile phones that include an Internet browser used for any purpose, as well as mobile service providers who arrange for the inclusion of an Internet browser used for any purpose. Thus, we agree with ACB and AFB that Congress intended for section 718 to be “an insurance policy for people with vision loss specifically against inaccessibility of mobile phone browser functionality above and beyond advanced communication services.” Although our conclusion that sections 716 and 718 overlap in scope is different from the Commission’s original proposal to interpret section 718 as an exception to section 716, both approaches reach the same fundamental conclusion – i.e., that section 716 generally applies to Internet browsers that are provided or installed by an ACS equipment manufacturer or service provider as a component of its equipment or service, and that section 718 more specifically requires access to browsers by individuals who are blind or have a visual impairment, when such browsers are included on a telephone used with mobile services. This interpretation is consistent with the original proposal that section 716 applies to all Internet browsers used for ACS that manufacturers provide or build into equipment or that are provided by ACS providers as underlying components of their service. It is also consistent with the original proposal that section 718 applies to a subset of these browsers, though without limitation as to their usage for ACS.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION 718

15. In the ACS FNPRM, the Commission sought comment on what steps it should take to “ensure that the mobile phone industry will be prepared to implement accessibility features when section 718 becomes effective on October 8, 2013.” The record is scant on the best technical or other means for achieving compliance by that date. However, the Commission will continue to offer whatever assistance it can to encourage effective collaboration among stakeholders in the development of solutions to the technical challenges associated with ensuring access to Internet browsers in mobile phones. In addition, the Commission plans to consider the need for performance guidelines that could assist in the implementation of this section, as well as section 716, after the Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board (Access Board) adopts industry technical guidelines implementing section 255 of the Act, which requires accessible telecommunications and section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

64 See 47 U.S.C. § 617(b).
65 Section 718 (a) states: “If a manufacturer of a telephone used with public mobile services . . . includes an Internet browser in such telephone, or if a provider of mobile services arranges for the inclusion of a browser in telephones to sell to customers, the manufacturer or provider shall ensure that the functions of the included browser . . . are accessible to and usable by individuals who are blind or have a visual impairment . . .” 47 U.S.C. § 619(a) (emphasis added).
66 ACB/AFB Reply Comments at 7.
67 See generally, Crawford v. FCC, 417 F.3d 1289, 1295 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (the rule ultimately adopted may be a “logical outgrowth” of the original proposal), citing First Am. Discount Corp. v. Commodity Futures Trading Comm’n, 222 F.3d 1008, 1015 (D.C. Cir. 2000); Fertilizer Inst. v. EPA, 935 F.2d 1303, 1311 (D.C. Cir. 1991); Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Costle, 590 F.2d 1011, 1031 (D.C. Cir. 1978). See ACS FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 14681, 14683, ¶¶ 293, 296. See also ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14568, 14589, ¶ 27, 80.
68 ACS FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 14684, ¶ 300.
which requires federal agencies to provide and maintain accessible information and communications technology (ICT).  

16. CEA and T-Mobile request that the Commission wait two years after the release of the order adopting the final section 718 rules to require full compliance with these rules. They argue that service providers and manufacturers cannot begin to design products to comply with section 718 until the Commission adopts the implementing regulations. CEA contends that this two-year phase-in is necessary to allow covered entities to implement mobile browser accessibility features early in the product development cycle and that this time frame would be consistent with other similar prior technical requirement implementation periods. We decline to grant CEA and T-Mobile’s requests. First, the CVAA clearly states that section 718 “shall take effect 3 years after the date of enactment” of the CVAA, and thus establishes a statutory effective date of October 8, 2013. Moreover, the industry has been aware of the section 718 mobile phone browser requirements since the CVAA was adopted on October 8, 2010, and the regulations we are adopting today not only follow the statutory language of section 718, but as discussed below, are consistent with the regulations adopted for section 716. In addition, we note that the Commission provided notice of this implementation deadline approximately one and a half years ago in the ACS Report and Order and ACS FNPRM; thus, covered entities have had ample time in which to come into compliance with section 718. Therefore, we reiterate that by October 8, 2013, covered entities must be in compliance with the rules adopted herein, and Internet browsers included in mobile telephones must be accessible to and usable by individuals who are blind or have a visual impairment by that date, unless doing so is not achievable.

17. Except as discussed below, and consistent with the comments received, we adopt rules for section 718 that are analogous to the Commission’s Part 14 rules implementing section 716. Although section 718 does not prescribe requirements that are as detailed as those in section 716(e),

---

71 See CEA Comments at 9; CEA Reply Comments at 6-7; T-Mobile Reply Comments at 5.
72 See CEA Reply Comments at 6-7; T-Mobile Reply Comments at 5.
73 See CEA Comments at 9-10.
74 CVAA § 104(b).
75 See ITI Comments at 1 (supports a common implementation date for sections 716 and 718 and states: “The Commission’s decision to make the 716 ACS rules take effect in October 2013 means they align well with the statutory date for 718.”); RERC-TA Comments at 10-11 (opposes extension of the effective date, stating: “Browsers are very powerful tools and can and have been shown to be able to be made accessible even on portable phones. . . . And there should be no browser exemption or it will simply guarantee that no efforts are made on browsers in general to build in the accessibility that is already present on some phones today.”).
76 ACS Report and Order and ACS FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 14562, 14589, 14681, 14684, ¶¶ 7, 80, 292, 300. The Commission also provided notice of the October 8, 2013 effective date for section 718 at the time it issued its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in the ACS proceeding on March 3, 2011. See ACS NPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 3137, 3186, ¶¶ 6, 144.
78 See 47 C.F.R. §§ 14.1 et seq. See also CEA Comments at 8-9; CEA Reply Comments at 5; Microsoft Comments at 2-3; TIA Comments at 4-5; TIA Reply Comments at 2; VON Coalition Comments at 2-3; T-Mobile Reply Comments at 4-5.
79 47 U.S.C. § 617(e).
716(a) and (b) and sections 718(a) and (b) are very similar, and the rules we adopt in this Order will reduce uncertainty and ensure a consistent regulatory approach. The absence in section 718 of a specific provision mirroring section 716(e) does not suggest that Congress intended for sections 716 and 718 to be implemented differently from one another with respect to the criteria discussed here. Rather, given the general similarities between these two statutory provisions, we have discretion under our general rulemaking authority to “fill in the gaps” in implementing section 718.80

18. **Scope of Obligations.** In defining the obligations of mobile telephone manufacturers and mobile service providers, we have looked to the statute, just as the Commission did when implementing section 716.81 Section 718 reads:

> If a manufacturer of a telephone used with public mobile services . . . includes an Internet browser in such telephone, or if a provider of mobile service arranges for the inclusion of a browser in telephones to sell to customers, the manufacturer or provider shall ensure that the functions of the included browser (including the ability to launch the browser) are accessible to and usable by individuals who are blind or have a visual impairment, unless doing so is not achievable . . . .

19. **“Accessible to and Usable by.”** We define the terms “accessible” and “usable” as the Commission has previously defined these terms when implementing sections 716(a)(1) and (b)(1)83 and sections 255(b) and (c) of the Act.84 Consistent with the **Section 255 Report and Order** and the **ACS Report and Order**, we find that adoption of the functional approach reflected in such requirements will provide clear guidance to covered entities regarding their obligation to ensure accessibility and usability.85

20. **Product Design, Development, and Evaluation.** We adopt key requirements similar to those in our section 255 and section 716 rules regarding product design, development, and evaluation.86

---


82 47 U.S.C. § 619(a); 47 C.F.R. §§ 14.60 (Applicability), 14.61 (Obligations with Respect to Internet Browsers Built into Mobile Phones) (Appendix B). See also House Report at 27; Microsoft Comments at 2-3; VON Coalition Comments at 2-4 (section 718 covers manufacturers and service providers, but not developers of Internet browsers included in mobile telephones, because such developers are neither manufacturers nor providers of mobile equipment or service).

83 47 U.S.C. §§ 617(a)(1) and (b)(1). See **ACS Report and Order**, 26 FCC Rcd at 14605-14606, ¶¶ 114-115; 47 C.F.R. §§ 14.21(b) and (c).

84 47 U.S.C. §§ 255(b) and (c). See **Implementation of Sections 255 and 251(a)(2) of the Communications Act of 1934, as Enacted by the Telecommunications Act of 1996; Access to Telecommunications Service, Telecommunications Equipment and Customer Premises Equipment by Persons with Disabilities**, WT Docket No. 96-168, 16 FCC Rcd 6417, 6429-6431, ¶¶ 21-24 (1999) (Section 255 Report and Order); 47 C.F.R. §§ 6.3(a) and (l), 7.3(a) and (l)); **ACS Report and Order**, 26 FCC Rcd at 14646-14647, ¶¶ 210-211; 47 C.F.R. §§ 14.21(b) and (c) (generally covering performance objectives for various populations of people with disabilities).


86 See 47 C.F.R. §§ 6.7-6.11, 7.7-7.11, and 14.20(b), (c), and (d). See also **ACS FNPRM**, 26 FCC Rcd at 14683, ¶ 296 (seeking comment “on the best way(s) to implement Section 718, so as to afford affected manufacturers and service providers the opportunity to provide input at the outset, as well as to make the necessary arrangements to achieve compliance by the time the provisions go into effect”) and ¶ 298 (seeking comment on the “types of (continued….)
In the *ACS Report and Order*, the Commission concluded that in many instances, accessibility is more likely to be achievable if entities covered under section 716 consider accessibility issues early in the development cycle.\(^{87}\) Because this same design principle applies equally to Internet browsers installed in mobile telephones, we now apply section 14.20(b)(1), which requires ACS manufacturers and service providers to consider performance objectives at the design stage as early as possible,\(^{88}\) to manufacturers and service providers covered under section 718. Similarly, the *ACS Report and Order* and section 14.20(b)(2) of the Commission’s rules require manufacturers and service providers covered under section 716 to identify barriers to accessibility and usability as part of their evaluation when considering implementation of the accessibility performance objectives.\(^{89}\) Because this is a critical consideration when designing accessibility for equipment and services, we also apply section 14.20(b)(2) to manufacturers and service providers covered under section 718.

21. **Information Pass Through.** As previously noted, the *ACS Report and Order* and section 14.20(c) of the Commission’s rules further require ACS providers and equipment manufacturers to pass through cross-manufacturer, nonproprietary, industry-standard codes, translation protocols, formats, or other information necessary to provide ACS in an accessible format (“accessibility information”), if achievable.\(^{90}\) We adopted this provision to implement section 716(e)(1)(B) of the Act,\(^{91}\) which requires the Commission to adopt regulations that ensure that ACS and the networks used to provide ACS not “impair or impede the accessibility of information content when accessibility has been incorporated into that content.”\(^{92}\) We note, however, that there is no parallel language in section 718. Additionally, as noted above, we have determined that this information pass-through requirement is not applicable to Internet browsers because browsers do not “pass through” information to independent downstream devices, software, or applications, as that term is used in section 14.20(c) of the Commission’s rules.\(^{93}\) Rather, browsers use the capabilities provided by supported standards and technologies (e.g. plug-ins) to connect to web applications and to use these capabilities to properly present or render the webpage information for the end user. Therefore, we decline to apply the information pass-through requirement to entities covered under section 718.\(^{94}\) Nevertheless, consistent with our treatment of entities covered under

(Continued from previous page) technical support/customer service [that] mobile phone operators need to provide to ensure initial and continued accessibility in browsers”.

\(^{87}\) *ACS Report and Order*, 26 FCC Rcd at 14609, ¶ 124.

\(^{88}\) 47 C.F.R. § 14.20(b)(1). *See also ACS Report and Order*, 26 FCC Rcd at 14596, ¶ 94. This requirement is similar to the Commission’s rules implementing section 255. *See* 47 C.F.R. §§ 6.7(a) and 7.7(a).

\(^{89}\) *ACS Report and Order*, 26 FCC Rcd at 14596, 14602, ¶¶ 94, 108; 47 C.F.R. § 14.20(b)(2). This requirement is also similar to the Commission’s rules implementing section 255. *See* 47 C.F.R. §§ 6.7(a) and 7.7(a).

\(^{90}\) *See* n.12, supra.

\(^{91}\) *ACS Report and Order*, 26 FCC Rcd at 14596, ¶ 94.


\(^{93}\) *See* ¶ 11, supra.

\(^{94}\) *See* Letter from Paul Margie, Counsel to Apple Inc., to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, CG Docket No. 10-145, at 1 (filed April 5, 2013) (*Apple Ex Parte*) (“[T]he Commission should not require mobile web browsers to comply with Section 716’s pass-through provision.”). Accordingly, it is not necessary to promulgate requirements to implement section 716(e)(1)(B) to mobile phone manufacturers and providers subject to section 718. We also agree with CEA that section 718(a) does not impose any requirement on covered manufacturers and service providers “to make Internet content, applications, or services accessible or usable.” 47 U.S.C. § 619(a)(2) (“[T]his subsection shall not impose any requirement on [a manufacturer of a telephone used with public mobile services] or [a provider of mobile service] . . . to make Internet content, applications, or services accessible or usable (other than enabling individuals with disabilities to use an included browser to access such content, applications or services).”). *See* CEA Comments at 7. *See also* TIA Comments at 5-6; TIA Reply Comments at 2-3; VON Coalition Comments at 3.
section 716, we note that entities covered under section 718 are not relieved of their overall obligation to ensure that Internet browsers on mobile phones are otherwise accessible to and usable by people with disabilities, unless doing so is not achievable.\(^{95}\) In the case of section 718, this will require a covered entity that installs or directs the installation of an Internet browser that supports a specific web standard, approved standards recommendations, or technology that includes the capabilities to support accessibility features and capabilities, to ensure that the Internet browser can use such capabilities contained in those standards or technologies to support the intended accessibility features and capabilities in the web application retrieved and displayed by the browser, unless doing so is not achievable.

22. We also recognize, as noted above for entities covered under section 716,\(^{96}\) that not all browsers support all technologies used to access web resources. In the case of Internet browsers provided for use in the mobile phone environment, manufacturers often decide which technologies the browsers on their phones will support, based on a variety of complex factors, including these devices’ processing power, battery use, memory, and security issues.\(^{97}\) Thus, to the extent that an included Internet browser does not support a particular technology that is needed to make web-based information available to the general public, we also decline to require entities covered under section 718 to ensure that such browsers support the technology solely for the purpose of achieving accessibility, i.e., these entities must make accessible only those functionalities available using the technologies that their browsers already support. We remind covered entities, however, that this decision does not relieve mobile phone manufacturers or service providers covered under section 718 of their obligation to “enabl[e] individuals with disabilities to use an included browser to access [Internet] content, applications, or services.”\(^{98}\)

23. Information, Documentation, and Training. Lastly, the ACS Report and Order and section 14.20(d) of the Commission’s rules require manufacturers and service providers covered under section 716 to ensure that information and documentation that they provide to customers are accessible, if achievable.\(^{99}\) Because accessible information and documentation about products and services are often necessary for the equipment and services to be usable by consumers with disabilities, we will apply section 14.20(d) to manufacturers and service providers covered under section 718.

24. “Achievable.” Section 716(g) of the Act defines the term “achievable” to mean “with reasonable effort or expense, as determined by the Commission”\(^{100}\) and requires consideration of the following factors when making determinations about what constitutes reasonable effort or expense:

1. The nature and cost of the steps needed to meet the requirements of this section with respect to the specific equipment or service in question.
2. The technical and economic impact on the operation of the manufacturer or provider and on the operation of the specific equipment or service in question, including on the development and deployment of new communications technologies.
3. The type of operations of the manufacturer or provider.
4. The extent to which the service provider or manufacturer in question offers accessible services or equipment containing varying degrees of functionality and features, and offered at differing price points.\(^{101}\)

\(^{95}\) 47 U.S.C. § 619(a).

\(^{96}\) See ¶ 12, supra.

\(^{97}\) Microsoft Ex Parte at 2 (“Many valid and customer-centric reasons drive browsers to not render or enable all website features.”).


\(^{99}\) ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14596, 14604, ¶¶ 94, 111; 47 C.F.R. § 14.20(d). This requirement is similar to the Commission’s rules implementing section 255. See 47 C.F.R. §§ 6.11 and 7.11.

\(^{100}\) 47 U.S.C. § 617(g).
Because section 716(g) defines “achievable” for the purposes of both section 716 and section 718, we define and apply the term “achievable” to entities covered under section 718(a) in the same manner as this term is defined in section 716(g) and as it is applied to entities covered under section 716(a)(1) and (b)(1).

25. Industry Flexibility. We define and apply the industry flexibility provisions contained in section 718(b) in the same manner as these provisions are defined and applied in sections 716(a)(2) and (b)(2). These provisions – which are virtually identical – allow industry the flexibility to satisfy the respective accessibility requirements of sections 716(a)(1), 716(b)(1), and 718(a) with or without the use of third party applications, peripheral devices, software, hardware, or customer premises equipment that are available to consumers at nominal cost and that individuals with disabilities can access. This is in keeping not only with the statutory provisions, but with Congress’s intent “to ensure that service providers and manufacturers have maximum flexibility in implementing this section [718], while at the same time ensuring that accessibility is achieved.” CTIA expresses concern that patents and licenses may limit the scope of what providers and manufacturers are able to offer, and requests that the Commission not require any particular technological method for compliance. We believe that by implementing section 718(b) in the same manner as section 716(a)(2) and (b)(2), which provides for industry flexibility to satisfy the accessibility requirements of section 718(a), we have addressed CTIA’s concern.

26. Compatibility. Section 716(c) requires that if compliance with the accessibility requirements for ACS and equipment used for ACS is not achievable (either through built-in or third-party solutions), then such equipment or services must be compatible with existing peripheral devices or specialized customer premises equipment commonly used by individuals with disabilities to achieve access, unless doing so is not achievable. Unlike the other provisions discussed above, where we implement section 718 by adopting rules comparable to the rules adopted to implement section 716, there is no provision in section 718 parallel to section 716(c) that would demonstrate that Congress intended such a requirement for section 718. As such, we find that there is no statutory basis for imposing a

(Continued from previous page)
compatibility requirement for entities covered under section 718. However, we note that mobile phones that include Internet browsers are generally also subject to the compatibility requirements of both section 716(c) to the extent the mobile phones are used for ACS, such as electronic messaging, and section 255(d), to the extent the mobile phones are used for telecommunications service.

27. Exceptions. Section 716 provides for an exemption from the accessibility requirements for customized equipment or services, and gives the Commission authority to waive such requirements for small entities and multipurpose services and equipment. However, section 718 contains no parallel exemption or waiver provisions. Accordingly, we do not find sufficient basis to establish similar exemptions and waiver provisions regarding the requirements of section 718 of the Act for entities covered under that provision. Nevertheless, an entity covered by section 718 could petition for a waiver of the Commission’s rules implementing section 718 pursuant to the Commission’s general waiver provisions requiring petitioners to show good cause to waive the rules, and a showing that the particular facts of the petitioner’s circumstances make compliance inconsistent with the public interest.

V. ACCESSIBILITY APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACES

28. An application programming interface (API) is software that an application program uses to request and carry out lower-level services performed by the operating system of a computer or telephone. An accessibility API, in turn, is a specialized interface developed by a platform owner which can be used to communicate accessibility information about user interfaces to assistive technologies. For example, an application such as a screen reader would request information from the API about text or graphical elements displayed on the screen. The screen reader would then verbalize the contents to the user, thereby providing the user with accessibility to the browser and other programs installed on the device.

29. The ACS FNPRM sought comment on whether to require the inclusion of an accessibility API in mobile phone operating systems. Specifically, the Commission asked whether the inclusion of an accessibility API would foster or simplify the incorporation of screen readers into mobile platforms across different phones, which would render the Internet browser and other mobile phone functions accessible to individuals who are blind or visually impaired. The Commission also asked about the

---

113 47 U.S.C. § 617(c).
119 47 C.F.R. § 1.3. See Northeast Cellular Telephone Co., L.P. v. FCC, 897 F.2d 1164, 1166 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (citing WAIT Radio v. FCC, 418 F.2d 1153, 1159 (D.C. Cir. 1969)). See also ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14637, ¶ 188. We note, however, that the Commission could not lawfully grant relief from a Commission rule that imposed an obligation codified in section 718, unless it also grants forbearance under section 10 from the application of the associated statutory requirement. 47 U.S.C. § 10.
123 ACS FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 14683, ¶ 297.
124 Id.
technical challenges, for both software developers and manufacturers, involved in developing an accessibility API.\textsuperscript{125}

30. Some commenters maintain that accessibility APIs can help make Internet browsers and mobile phone functions accessible through non-visual alternatives, such as text-to-speech functions in applications written to APIs.\textsuperscript{126} However, several parties also describe other techniques that are used to make browsers accessible, such as text-to-speech functions built directly into the browser.\textsuperscript{127} Section 718(b) provides covered entities the flexibility to satisfy the accessibility requirements of section 718(a) by either building accessibility features into their equipment or services or by relying on third party applications, peripheral devices, software, hardware, or customer premises equipment that are available to consumers at nominal cost and that individuals with disabilities can access.\textsuperscript{128} Because there are various methods to achieve compliance with the section 718 requirements, and there is a need to afford covered entities flexibility on how to comply, as generally recommended by the commenters, at this time, we do not mandate that covered entities include accessibility APIs in mobile phones.\textsuperscript{129}

31. Further, we decline to establish the inclusion of an accessibility API in a mobile phone as a safe harbor for compliance with section 718. CTIA cautions that adoption of accessibility APIs as safe harbers at this time may hinder innovation in screen reader and other technologies.\textsuperscript{130} TIA suggests that the Commission encourage industry forums and working groups to develop accessibility API standards for mobile browsers that could be adopted as voluntary safe harbers in the future.\textsuperscript{131} The Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center on Telecommunications Access (RERC-TA), on the other hand, argues that an API is simply a connector that makes it easier to implement accessibility, but an API does not in and of itself result in accessibility, and thus it is not good enough to create an API if there is no assistive technology to plug into it.\textsuperscript{132} We find that the record is insufficient to support any safe harbor standards at this time. However, the Commission may consider this issue again after the Access Board adopts industry technical guidelines on accessible telecommunications under section 255 of the Act\textsuperscript{133} and on electronic and information technologies used by federal agencies under section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.\textsuperscript{134}

\textsuperscript{125} Id.
\textsuperscript{126} See CTIA Comments at 17; Google Comments at 6-8; ITI Comments at 2; Microsoft Comments at 3-4; RERC-TA Comments at 11-12; TIA Comments at 5; TIA Reply Comments at 3.
\textsuperscript{127} See CTIA Comments at 17-18; ITI Comments at 2; RERC-TA Comments at 11-12; TIA Comments at 5; TIA Reply Comments at 3; CEA Reply Comments at 7. CTIA also cites as an example the HTML 5 standard for Internet browsers, which may not need a specific API to achieve accessibility because it utilizes cloud computing, which has no need for plug-ins and allows applications, including accessibility information, to be stored in and be available from a remote computing location. See CTIA Comments at 18.
\textsuperscript{128} See 47 U.S.C. § 619(b).
\textsuperscript{129} See CEA Comments at 8; CEA Reply Comments at 7; CTIA Comments at 17-18; Google Comments at 8; ITI Comments at 2; Microsoft Comments at 3-4; RERC-TA Comments at 11-12; TIA Comments at 5; TIA Reply Comments at 3.
\textsuperscript{130} See CTIA Comments at 17-18.
\textsuperscript{131} See TIA Comments at 5; TIA Reply Comments at 3. See also ITI Comments at 3 (supporting a safe harbor for those vendors who decide to implement an accessibility API); Microsoft Comments at 4 (in appropriate contexts would welcome safe harbor status for appropriate accessibility APIs).
\textsuperscript{132} RERC-TA Comments at 12-13.
\textsuperscript{133} 47 U.S.C. § 255.
\textsuperscript{134} 29 U.S.C. § 794d.
VI. RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS

32. Section 717(a)(5)(A) of the Act requires that, beginning one year after the effective date of the regulations enacted to implement section 716, each manufacturer and service provider subject to sections 255, 716, and 718 of the Act maintain records of its efforts to implement sections 255, 716, and 718, including:

   (i) Information about the manufacturer’s or service provider’s efforts to consult with individuals with disabilities.

   (ii) Descriptions of the accessibility features of its products and services.

   (iii) Information about the compatibility of a company’s products and services with peripheral devices or specialized customer premise equipment commonly used by individuals with disabilities to achieve access.

33. In the ACS Report and Order, the Commission adopted recordkeeping requirements implementing the above statutory language for manufacturers and service providers covered under sections 255, 716, and 718 of the Act. As required by section 717(a)(5)(A), these recordkeeping requirements became effective on January 30, 2013, which was one year after the effective date of the regulations implementing section 716. In the ACS FNPRM, the Commission sought comment on whether the recordkeeping requirements adopted in the ACS Report and Order for entities covered under section 718 should be retained or altered.

34. As generally supported by the commenters, we retain the recordkeeping requirements adopted in the ACS Report and Order for manufacturers and service providers covered under section 718. CEA and T-Mobile propose delaying implementation of the recordkeeping requirements for an additional year for entities covered by section 718, arguing that until the final section 718 rules are released, covered entities will be unable to determine whether or for which products they must keep records. However, as discussed above, section 717(a)(5)(A) clearly mandates that each manufacturer and service provider subject to sections 255, 716, and 718 shall maintain such records beginning one year after the effective date of the regulations promulgated to implement section 716. Moreover, with respect to what products are covered, section 718 on its face is very specific: “a telephone used with public mobile services (as such term is defined in section 710(b)(4)(B)) [that] includes an Internet browser in such telephone.” Accordingly, we decline to delay implementation of the recordkeeping requirements as they pertain to manufacturers and service providers covered under section 718.

140 See ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14692, ¶ 317.
141 See CEA Comments at 9; CEA Reply Comments at 5; CTIA Comments at 25; T-Mobile Reply Comments at 4.
142 See CEA Comments at 11; CEA Reply Comments at 6-7; T-Mobile Reply Comments at 5.
VII. PROCEDURAL MATTERS

35. Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis. The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) requires that an agency prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis for notice and comment rulemakings, unless the agency certifies that “the rule will not, if promulgated, have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities.” Accordingly, we have prepared a Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (FRFA) concerning the possible impact of the rule changes contained in this Second Report and Order on small entities. The FRFA is set forth in Appendix C.

36. Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 Analysis. This document does not contain new or modified information collection requirements subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (PRA), Public Law 104-13. Therefore, it does not contain any new or modified information collection burden for small business concerns with fewer than 25 employees, pursuant to the Small Business Paperwork Relief Act of 2002, Public Law 107-198.

37. Congressional Review Act. The Commission will send a copy of this Second Report and Order in a report to be sent to Congress and the Government Accountability Office pursuant to the Congressional Review Act.

38. Persons with Disabilities. To request materials in accessible formats (such as Braille, large print, electronic files, or audio format), send an e-mail to fcc504@fcc.gov or call the Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau at (202) 418-0530 (voice) or (202) 418-0432 (TTY). This Second Report and Order can also be downloaded in Word and Portable Document Formats (PDF) at http://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/advanced-communications-services-acs.

39. Further Information. For further information, please contact Eliot Greenwald, Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau, at 202-418-2235 or eliot.greenwald@fcc.gov, or Rosaline Crawford, Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau, at 202-418-2075 or rosaline.crawford@fcc.gov.

VIII. ORDERING CLAUSES

40. Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that, pursuant to sections 4(i), 303(r), 716, 717, and 718 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §§ 154(i), 303(r), 617, 618, and 619, this Second Report and Order IS ADOPTED.

41. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Part 14 of the Commission’s Rules, 47 C.F.R. Part 14, IS AMENDED as specified in Appendix B, effective October 8, 2013.

42. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Commission’s Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau, Reference Information Center, SHALL SEND a copy of this Second Report and Order, including the Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration.

---


146 5 U.S.C. § 605(b).

147 See 44 U.S.C. § 3506(c)(4).

43. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Commission SHALL SEND a copy of this Second Report and Order in a report to be sent to Congress and the Government Accountability Office pursuant to the Congressional Review Act, see 5 U.S.C. § 801(a)(1)(A).

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Marlene H. Dortch
Secretary
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The Consumer Electronics Association (CEA)
Consumer Groups
   Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Inc. (TDI)
   National Association of the Deaf (NAD)
   Hearing Loss Association of America (HLAA)
   Association of Late-Deafened Adults, Inc. (ALDA)
   Deaf and Hard of Hearing Consumer Advocacy Network (DHHCAN)
   Cerebral Palsy and Deaf Organization (CPDO)
CTIA-The Wireless Association (CTIA)
Google, Inc. (Google)
Information Technology Industry Council (ITI)
Microsoft Corporation (Microsoft)
National Cable & Telecommunications Association (NCTA)
Rehabilitation Engineering Research Council on Telecommunications Access (RERC-TA)
Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA)
Voice on the Net Coalition (VON Coalition)
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American Council of the Blind and American Foundation for the Blind (ACB/AFB)
CEA
Consumer Groups
   NAD
   RERC-TA
   TDI
   DHHCAN
   ALDA
   HLAA
   California Coalition of Agencies Serving the Deaf and Hard of Hearing (CCASDHH)
CTIA
TIA
T-Mobile USA, Inc. (T-Mobile)
APPENDIX B

Final Rules

The Federal Communications Commission amends 47 CFR part 14 as follows:

PART 14 – ACCESS TO ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT BY PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

1. The authority citation for part 14 is revised to read as follows:

Authority: 47 U.S.C. 151-154, 255, 303, 403, 503, 617, 618, 619 unless otherwise noted.

Part 14 of Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations is amended by adding the following new Subpart E:

Subpart E – Internet Browsers Built Into Telephones Used With Public Mobile Services.

§ 14.60 Applicability.

(a) This subpart E shall apply to a manufacturer of a telephone used with public mobile services (as such term is defined in 47 U.S.C. § 710(b)(4)(B)) that includes an Internet browser in such telephone that is offered for sale or otherwise distributed in interstate commerce, or a provider of mobile services that arranges for the inclusion of a browser in telephones to sell or otherwise distribute to customers in interstate commerce.

(b) Only the following enumerated provisions contained in this part 14 shall apply to this subpart E.

(1) The limitations contained in section 14.2 of this part 14 shall apply to this subpart E.

(2) The definitions contained in section 14.10 of this part 14 shall apply to this subpart E.

(3) The product design, development and evaluation provisions contained in section 14.20(b) of this part 14 shall apply to this subpart E.

(4) The information, documentation, and training provisions contained in section 14.20(d) of this part 14 shall apply to this subpart E.

(5) The performance objectives provisions contained in sections 14.21(a), (b)(1)(i), (b)(1)(ii), (b)(1)(iii), (b)(2)(i), (b)(2)(ii), (b)(2)(iii), (b)(2)(vii), and (c) of this part 14 shall apply to this subpart E.

(6) All of subpart D of this part 14 shall apply to this subpart E.

§ 14.61 Obligations with Respect to Internet Browsers Built into Mobile Phones.

(a) Accessibility—If on or after October 8, 2013 a manufacturer of a telephone used with public mobile services includes an Internet browser in such telephone, or if a provider of mobile service arranges for the inclusion of a browser in telephones to sell to customers, the manufacturer or provider shall ensure that the functions of the included browser (including the ability to launch the browser) are accessible to and usable by individuals who are blind or have a visual impairment, unless doing so is not achievable, except that this subpart shall not impose any requirement on such manufacturer or provider—

(1) to make accessible or usable any Internet browser other than a browser that such manufacturer or provider includes or arranges to include in the telephone; or

(2) to make Internet content, applications, or services accessible or usable (other than enabling individuals with disabilities to use an included browser to access such content, applications, or services).
(b) Industry Flexibility- A manufacturer or provider may satisfy the requirements of this subpart with respect to such telephone or services by--

(1) ensuring that the telephone or services that such manufacture or provider offers is accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities without the use of third party applications, peripheral devices, software, hardware, or customer premises equipment; or

(2) using third party applications, peripheral devices, software, hardware, or customer premises equipment that is available to the consumer at nominal cost and that individuals with disabilities can access.
APPENDIX C

Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis

1. As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, as amended (“RFA”), an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (“IRFA”) was included in the ACS FNPRM in CG Docket No. 10-213, WT Docket No. 96-198, and CG Docket No. 10-145. The Commission sought written public comment on the proposals in these dockets, including comment on the IRFA. This Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (“FRFA”) conforms to the RFA.

A. Need for, and Objectives of, the Second Report and Order

2. The Second Report and Order implements section 718 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (the Act), which was added by section 104 of the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 (CVAA). Specifically, section 718(a) requires a mobile phone manufacturer that includes an Internet browser, or a mobile phone service provider that arranges for an Internet browser to be included on a mobile phone, to ensure that the browser functions are accessible to and usable by individuals who are blind or have a visual impairment, unless doing so is not achievable. Under section 718(b), mobile phone manufacturers or service providers may achieve compliance with or without the use of third party applications, peripheral devices, software, hardware, or customer premises equipment. Congress provided that the effective date for these requirements is three years after the enactment of the CVAA, i.e., October 8, 2013.

---


6 47 U.S.C. § 619(a). See also House Report at 27 (“The Committee also intends that the service provider and the manufacturer are each only subject to these provisions with respect to a browser that such service provider or manufacturer directs or specifies to be included in the device.”). The CVAA defines “achievable” as “with reasonable effort or expense.” 47 U.S.C. § 617(g). The statute goes on to enumerate a four factor test: (1) the nature and cost of the steps needed to meet the accessibility requirements with respect to the specific equipment or service; (2) the technical and economic impact on the operation of the manufacturer or provider and on the specific equipment or service, including the development and deployment of new communications technologies; (3) the type of operations of the manufacturer or provider; and (4) the extent to which the provider or manufacturer offers accessible services or equipment containing varying degrees of functionality and features, and offered at differing price points. Id.


8 CVAA § 104(b).
3. The Second Report and Order finds that sections 716\(^9\) and 718 of the Act, which were both adopted by the CVAA, have overlapping requirements. Specifically, section 716 applies to all Internet browsers that are built into equipment and used for advanced communications services (ACS)\(^10\) or that may be required to be installed by ACS equipment manufacturers or providers,\(^11\) while section 718 applies only to the discrete category of Internet browsers built into mobile phones used for any purpose (not just to access ACS) by a discrete group of individuals with disabilities, that is, people who are blind or have a visual impairment.\(^12\)

4. The Second Report and Order adopts rules for section 718 that are consistent with the Commission’s Part 14 rules implementing section 716.\(^13\) The obligations of mobile telephone manufacturers and mobile service providers with respect to Internet browsers installed in mobile telephones are consistent with section 718’s statutory language, which requires the manufacturer or provider to ensure that the functions of the included browser (including the ability to launch the browser) are accessible to and usable by individuals who are blind or have a visual impairment, unless doing so is not achievable.\(^14\) For the purpose of applying section 718(a),\(^15\) the terms “accessible” and “usable” are defined in the same manner as these terms are applied to entities covered under sections 716(a)(1) and (b)(1).\(^16\) Because section 716(g) defines “achievable” for purposes of both sections 716 and 718,\(^17\) the Second Report and Order defines and applies the term “achievable” to entities covered under section 718 in the same manner as the ACS Report and Order.\(^18\) Because sections 716(a)(2) and (b)(2),\(^19\) which are virtually identical to section 718(b),\(^20\) allow manufacturers and service providers the flexibility to satisfy the accessibility requirements of sections 716(a)(1), 716(b)(1), and 718(a),\(^21\) respectively, with or without the use of third party applications, peripheral devices, software, hardware, or customer premises equipment that are available to consumers at nominal cost and that individuals with disabilities can access,\(^22\) the Second Report and Order defines and applies the industry flexibility provisions contained in
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\(^10\) See ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14584-14585, ¶¶ 67-68.

\(^11\) See ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14590, ¶ 85.

\(^12\) 47 U.S.C. § 619(a).

\(^13\) 47 C.F.R. §§ 14.1 et seq. The Commission concluded that the accessibility information pass-through requirement in section 14.20(c) of the Commission’s rules is not applicable to Internet browsers because Internet browsers do not “pass through” information to independent downstream devices, software, or applications, as that term is used the Commission’s rules. 47 U.S.C. § 617; 47 C.F.R. § 14.20(c). The Commission also declined to apply the information pass-through requirement to entities covered under section 718. 47 U.S.C. § 619.


\(^16\) 47 U.S.C. §§ 617(a)(1) and (b)(1). See ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14605-14606, ¶¶ 114-115; 47 C.F.R. §§ 14.21(b) and (c).

\(^17\) See 47 U.S.C. § 617(g). See note 6, supra, for the definition of achievable.

\(^18\) ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14607-14619, ¶¶ 119-148. See also 47 C.F.R. § 14.10(b).

\(^19\) 47 U.S.C. §§ 617(a)(2) and (b)(2).

\(^20\) 47 U.S.C. § 619(b).

\(^21\) 47 U.S.C. §§ 617(a)(1) and (b)(1) and 619(a).

\(^22\) 47 U.S.C. §§ 617(a)(2) and (b)(2) and 619(b).
section 718(b)\textsuperscript{23} in the same manner as these provisions are defined and applied in the \textit{ACS Report and Order}.\textsuperscript{24}

5. Because section 716 includes specific exemptions for customized equipment or services,\textsuperscript{25} and gives the Commission authority to waive such requirements for small entities\textsuperscript{26} and multipurpose services and equipment,\textsuperscript{27} and section 718 contains no parallel exemption or waiver provisions,\textsuperscript{28} the Second Report and Order finds insufficient basis to establish similar exemptions and waiver provisions specific to the requirements of section 718. Nevertheless, an entity covered by section 718 could petition for a waiver of the Commission’s rules implementing section 718 pursuant to the Commission’s general waiver provisions requiring petitioners to show good cause to waive the rules, and a showing that the particular facts of the petitioner’s circumstances make compliance inconsistent with the public interest.\textsuperscript{29}

6. The Second Report and Order also addresses whether to require accessibility application programming interfaces (APIs). An API is software that an application program uses to request and carry out lower-level services performed by the operating system of a computer or telephone.\textsuperscript{30} An accessibility API, in turn, is a specialized interface developed by a platform owner which can be used to communicate accessibility information about user interfaces to assistive technologies.\textsuperscript{31} Because there are various methods to achieve compliance with the section 718 requirements, and there is a need to afford covered entities flexibility on how to comply, the Second Report and Order does not mandate that covered entities include accessibility APIs in mobile phones at this time.

7. Lastly, the Second Report and Order retains the recordkeeping requirements adopted in the \textit{ACS Report and Order} for manufacturers and service providers covered under section 718.\textsuperscript{32}

B. \textbf{Summary of the Significant Issues Raised by the Public Comments in Response to the IRFA}

8. No party filing comments in this proceeding responded to the IRFA in regard to implementation of section 718, and no party filing comments in this proceeding otherwise addressed whether the policies and rules proposed in this proceeding regarding implementation of section 718 would have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities.

C. \textbf{Description and Estimate of the Number of Small Entities to Which the Rules Will Apply}

9. The RFA directs agencies to provide a description of, and where feasible, an estimate of the number of small entities that face possible significant economic impact by the adoption of proposed

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{23} 47 U.S.C. § 619(b).
\item \textsuperscript{24} \textit{ACS Report and Order}, 26 FCC Rcd at 14619-14624, ¶¶ 149-157.
\item \textsuperscript{28} \textit{See ACS Report and Order}, 26 FCC Rcd at 14650-14656, ¶¶ 219-230.  The recordkeeping requirements are discussed in section D of the Second Report and Order, \textit{infra}.
\item \textsuperscript{29} \textit{ACS Report and Order}, 26 FCC Rcd at 14619-14624, ¶¶ 149-157.
\item \textsuperscript{30} \textit{ACS Report and Order}, 26 FCC Rcd at 14630-14633, ¶¶ 170-178; 47 C.F.R. § 14.3.
\item \textsuperscript{31} \textit{See ACS Report and Order}, 26 FCC Rcd at 14642-14646, ¶¶ 201-209; 47 C.F.R § 14.4.
\item \textsuperscript{32} \textit{See ACS Report and Order}, 26 FCC Rcd at 15633-15642, ¶¶ 179-200; 47 C.F.R. § 14.5.
\end{itemize}
rules.\textsuperscript{33} The RFA generally defines the term “small entity” as having the same meaning as the terms “small business,” “small organization,” and “small governmental jurisdiction.”\textsuperscript{34} In addition, the term “small business” has the same meaning as the term “small business concern” under the Small Business Act.\textsuperscript{35} A “small business concern” is one that (1) is independently owned and operated; (2) is not dominant in its field of operation; and (3) satisfies any additional criteria established by the SBA.\textsuperscript{36} Nationwide, there are a total of approximately 27.9 million small businesses, according to the SBA.\textsuperscript{37}

10. \textit{Radio and Television Broadcasting and Wireless Communications Equipment Manufacturing}. The Census Bureau defines this category as follows: “This industry comprises establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing radio and television broadcast and wireless communications equipment. Examples of products made by these establishments are: transmitting and receiving antennas, cable television equipment, GPS equipment, pagers, cellular phones, mobile communications equipment, and radio and television studio and broadcasting equipment.”\textsuperscript{38} Manufacturers of telephones used with public mobile services therefore fit within this category. The SBA has developed a small business size standard for Radio and Television Broadcasting and Wireless Communications Equipment Manufacturing, which is all such firms having 750 or fewer employees.\textsuperscript{39} According to Census Bureau data for 2007, there were a total of 939 establishments in this category that operated for part or all of the entire year.\textsuperscript{40} Of this total, 912 had fewer than 500 employees, 10 had between 500 and 999 employees, and 17 had 1,000 or more employees.\textsuperscript{41} Thus, under this size standard, the majority of firms can be considered small.

11. \textit{Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except satellite)}. This industry comprises establishments engaged in operating and maintaining switching and transmission facilities to provide communications via the airwaves. Establishments in this industry have spectrum licenses and provide services using that spectrum, such as cellular phone services, paging services, wireless Internet access,
and wireless video services. The appropriate size standard under SBA rules is for the category Wireless Telecommunications Carriers. The size standard for that category is that a business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. Under the present and prior categories, the SBA has deemed a wireless business to be small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. For this category, census data for 2007 show that there were 11,163 firms that operated for the entire year. Of this total, 10,991 firms had employment of 99 or fewer employees and 372 had employment of 100 employees or more. Thus under this category and the associated small business size standard, the Commission estimates that the majority of wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite) are small entities that may be affected by our proposed action.

D. Description of Projected Reporting, Recordkeeping, and Other Compliance Requirements

12. Recordkeeping. The Second Report and Order retains the recordkeeping requirements adopted in the ACS Report and Order, which requires, beginning January 30, 2013, which is one year after the effective date of the ACS Report and Order, that each service provider and each equipment manufacturer subject to sections 255, 716, and 718 maintain certain records. These records document the efforts taken by a manufacturer or service provider to implement sections 255, 716, and 718. The ACS Report and Order adopts the recordkeeping requirements of the CVAA, which specifically include: (1) information about the manufacturer’s or provider’s efforts to consult with individuals with disabilities; (2) descriptions of the accessibility features of its products and services; and (3) information about the compatibility of such products and services with peripheral devices or specialized customer premise equipment commonly used by individuals with disabilities to achieve access.

13. Annual Certification Obligations. The CVAA and the ACS Report and Order require an officer of each service provider and equipment manufacturer subject to sections 255, 716, and 718 to submit to the Commission an annual certificate that records are kept in accordance with the above recordkeeping requirements. The certification must be filed with the Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau on or before April 1 each year for records pertaining to the previous calendar year. This Second Report and Order makes no changes to these requirements.
14. **Achievability Analysis.** Section 718(a) of the Act requires that the functions of Internet browsers included in mobile telephones “are accessible to and usable by individuals who are blind or have a visual impairment, unless doing so is not achievable.” § 619(a). Section 716(g), in turn, defines achievable as meaning “with reasonable effort or expense.” § 617(g). The statute goes on to provide a four factor test to assess achievability. Two of the factors—(1) the nature and costs of the steps needed to meet the requirements with respect to the specific equipment or service in question and (2) the technical and economic impact on the operation of the manufacturer or provider and on the operation of the specific equipment or service in question, including on the development and deployment of new communications technologies—specifically take into account the cost of meeting the requirements and the financial resources available to the equipment manufacturer or service provider. As a result, the initial cost of compliance is to perform the achievability analysis itself, which we estimate to be a small incremental cost when compared to the cost of developing the Internet browser. After the achievability analysis is conducted, the additional cost of making the equipment or service accessible to and usable by individuals who are blind or have a visual impairment is fact specific—it is dependent upon the design of the Internet browser and the accessibility features that are needed. In this regard, because the Internet browser is required to be accessible only if achievable, and because the achievability analysis takes into consideration the cost of providing accessibility as well as the financial resources of the manufacturer or service provider, the requirement to undertake an achievability analysis prevents the accessibility requirements adopted in the Second Report and Order from having a significant economic impact on small entities.

E. **Steps Taken to Minimize Significant Economic Impact on Small Entities and Significant Alternatives Considered**

15. The RFA requires an agency to describe any significant alternatives it considered in developing its approach, which may include the following four alternatives, among others: “(1) the establishment of differing compliance or certification requirements or timetables that take into account the resources available to small entities; (2) the clarification, consolidation, or simplification of compliance and certification requirements under the rule for such small entities; (3) the use of performance rather than design standards; and (4) an exemption from coverage of the rule, or any part thereof, for such small entities.”

16. The Second Report and Order continues and preserves the steps taken in the ACS Report and Order to minimize adverse economic impact on small entities. Specifically, the Second Report and Order continues to promote flexibility for all entities in several ways. The rules require covered entities to ensure that Internet browsers included in mobile phones are accessible, unless not achievable. This is a statutory requirement; therefore no alternatives were considered. However, this requirement has built-in flexibility. All entities, including small entities, may build accessibility features into the product or may rely on third party applications, peripheral devices, software, hardware, or customer premises equipment to meet their obligations under section 718, if achievable. Achievability is determined through a four factor analysis that examines: (1) The nature and cost of the steps needed to meet the requirements of

---

54 47 U.S.C. § 617(g).
55 See note 6, infra, for a description of the four achievability factors.
56 47 U.S.C. §§ 617(g)(1) and (2).
60 47 U.S.C. § 619(b).
section 716(g) with respect to the specific equipment or service in question; (2) the technical and economic impact on the operation of the manufacturer or provider and on the operation of the specific equipment or service in question, including on the development and deployment of new communications technologies; (3) the type of operations of the manufacturer or provider; and (4) the extent to which the service provider or manufacturer in question offers accessible services or equipment containing varying degrees of functionality and features, and offered at differing price points. Through this analysis, an otherwise covered entity can demonstrate that accessibility is not achievable. We note that two of the four factors are particularly relevant to small entities: the nature and cost of the steps needed to meet the section 716 requirements and the technical and economic impact on the entity’s operations. If achievability is overly expensive or has some significant negative technical or economic impact on a covered entity, the entity can show that accessibility was not achievable as a defense to a complaint. This achievability analysis, therefore, provides a statutorily based means of minimizing the economic impact of the CVAA’s requirements on small entities.

17. The rules require covered entities to consider performance objectives at the design stage as early and consistently as possible. This requirement is necessary to ensure that accessibility is considered at the point where it is logically best to incorporate accessibility. The CVAA and the Second Report and Order are naturally performance-driven. The CVAA and Second Report and Order avoid mandating particular designs and instead focus on an entity’s compliance with the accessibility requirements through whatever means the entity finds necessary to make its product or service accessible, unless not achievable. This provides flexibility by allowing each entity, including small entities, to individually meet its obligations through what works best for that given entity, instead of mandating a rigid requirement that applies to all covered entities.

18. The Second Report and Order also leaves unchanged the requirements adopted in the ACS Report and Order that allow covered entities to keep records in any format they wish, because this flexibility affords small entities the greatest flexibility to choose and maintain the recordkeeping system that best suits their resources and their needs. In the ACS Report and Order, the Commission found that this approach took into account the variances in covered entities (e.g., size, experience with the Commission), recordkeeping methods, and products and services covered by the CVAA. Moreover, the Commission found that it provided the greatest flexibility for small businesses and minimized the economic impact that the statutorily mandated requirements impose on small businesses. Correspondingly, the Commission considered and rejected the alternative of imposing a specific format or one-size-fits-all system for recordkeeping that could potentially impose greater burdens on small businesses. In addition, the Second Report and Order leaves unchanged the certification requirement, which is also required by the statute.

19. Although section 718 contains no exemption or waiver provisions comparable to those in section 716, the Second Report and Order notes that an entity covered by section 718 could petition
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61 47 U.S.C. § 617(g). This section defines achievability for both section 716 and section 718 of the Act.
62 47 U.S.C. § 617(g).
63 ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14652-14653, ¶ 223.
64 ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14653, ¶ 223.
66 ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14785, Appendix D, ¶ 119.
69 Pursuant to sections 716(h)(1) and (2) and 716(i), 47 U.S.C. §§ 716(h)(1) and (2) and 716(i), the ACS Report and Order adopted exemptions for customized equipment and services (ACS Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 14630-(continued.....)
for a waiver of the Commission’s rules implementing section 718 pursuant to the general waiver provisions in section 1.3 of the rules, which requires a showing of good cause to waive the rules, as well as a showing that particular facts make compliance inconsistent with the public interest.\textsuperscript{70} Section 1.3 of the rules therefore affords small entities additional compliance flexibility.

\textbf{F. Federal Rules that May Duplicate, Overlap, or Conflict with Proposed Rules}

20. Section 255(e) of the Act, as amended, directs the Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board (Access Board) to develop equipment accessibility guidelines “in conjunction with” the Commission, and periodically to review and update those guidelines.\textsuperscript{71} We view the Access Board’s current guidelines\textsuperscript{72} as well as its proposed guidelines\textsuperscript{73} as starting points for our interpretation and implementation of sections 716, 717, and 718 of the Act, as well as section 255. As such, our rules do not overlap, duplicate, or conflict with either existing or proposed Access Board guidelines on section 255.

\textsuperscript{70} 47 C.F.R. § 1.3.
\textsuperscript{71} 47 U.S.C. § 255(e).
\textsuperscript{72} See Part 1193 of the Access Board Rules, 36 C.F.R. §§ 1120.1 et seq.